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Kompiler (Bitboutique Records) 
 

Kompiler has been active on the decks as a DJ since 
1995. With his highly diversified sets and his involvement 
in various music scenes, he has become one of the most 
versatile DJs in Zürich. After having played numerous 
Drum’n’Bass-Dancefloors outside and in Switzerland  
under the name „DJ Drift“ he decided to return to spinning 
Techno-, Minimal-, House- and Breaks records in 2000.  
 

He found the ideal platform for his genre-busting activities 
with the foundation of Bitboutique Records in 2001: the 
freedom to mix various styles and not get stuck in a 
category was exactly what Kompiler had been looking for. 
 

Thanks to his close contact to many music scenes, his 
activities as Label-co-manager at Bitboutique Records,  
Promoter of the series „ICON“ and long-time DJ with the 
„mute.ch“- collective, Kompiler has a wide range of know-
how on the club- and scene-culture.  
 

Kompiler is constantly trying out new style combinations 
and is not adhering to apparently defined boundaries: "Im 
trying to break through the often too rigid categorization of 
styles and test new and unconventional approaches. The crowd should be irritated from time to time. 
Only then will new ideas find their way into the party scene." 
 

Having and giving a good time is the number one priority though: crowds body-rocking to his sets 
prove this again and again. Keep your ears pried for the sounds Kompiler is bringing in his record bag 
to his next set. 
 

Artist Details: 
 

DJ-Name:  Kompiler 
Given Name:  Ueli Preisig 
Domicile:  Zürich 
DJ since:  1995 
Preferred Styles:  Tech-House, Minimal-House, Techno, Breaks, Elektro, Elektronica 
 

References: 
 

Clubs National: 

Hive / Rote Fabrik / Dachkantine / Rohstofflager / UG Club / Reithalle (Bern) / Kanzlei / Moods / Aera / Abart / Icon @ 

Supermarket / Tonimolkerei / Provitreff / Spidergalaxy / Substrat / Granulat / Echolot / Luv / Villa Tobler / Grabenhalle (St. 

Gallen) / Alte Kaserne (Winterthur) / Zollfreilager (St. Gallen) / The Relm / Remise (Wil) / Kaserne (Zürich und Basel) / Soho 

(Basel) / Sommercasino (Basel) / Kuba (Baden) / Utopia (Genf) / EPFL (Lausanne) / Loco Club (Biel) uvm. 

Clubs International: 

Drinklands (New York, USA) / Void (New York, USA) / Studio 672 (Köln, D) / Gebäude 9 (Köln, D) / O25 (Frankfurt, D) / 

Muffathalle (München, D) / Kassablanca (Jena, D) / Douala (Ravensburg, D) 

Raves & Festivals:  

New Years Eve @ Rohstofflager 2005 / m4music 2004 / Lethargy 2001 / Polyparty 2003 / Jungle Street Groove 1999 (Basel) / 

Bass Attack 9 u.a. 

Contact: 
Bitboutique Records, Ernastr. 20, CH-8004 Zürich, Switzerland, Tel/Fax +41 43 243 36 29 
http://www.bitboutique.ch/, contact@bitboutique.ch 
 

Booking:  
Booking.li c/o Hive Club, Geroldstr. 5, CH-8005 Zürich, Tel/Fax: 044 271 12 10, Mobile: 078 646 76  
37 (Chris Gasser), 078 710 89 05 (Nadia Naas) 
http://www.booking.li/, info@booking.li 
 

Pictures, Press Material of Kompiler and Bitboutique Records: http://www.bitboutique.ch/press/

  


